
Name: MALIBU CPS LOW SHOE Code: MB1657B0 MB16 FOOTWEAR - MERTAL TOP SERIES

Description

Low shoe with suede leather upper, glass fibre toecap and PS-type 
composite midsole with constant thickness.
The PU/PU sole, thanks to its special tread pattern and numerous 
horizontal channels, guarantees a highly draining effect and is 
characterised by high flexibility. The side cleats maximise traction on 
uneven ground, while those in the heel area help stabilise the heel. The 
midsole area, with a groove, is designed to enhance grip on ladders (LG 
requirement).
Non-slip SR grade.
The footbed, made of multi-punched EVA material, have variable 
thickness anti-shock properties: 3 mm in the front and 10 mm in the heel 
area.
Antistatic.
The 3D TEX (Airmesh) polyester lining is specially designed to allow 
ventilation of the foot and thus reduce the sweating effect. Equipped in 
the heel area with a microfibre insert to increase abrasion resistance and, 
at the same time, to prevent the foot from slipping off.

Main features:
- With a particularly wide and comfortable shape, it guarantees 
robustness;
- Sculpted design that adapts to the roughness of the ground;
- Shock-absorbing area;
- Heel area designed to facilitate walking;
- Adapted to all types of activitiesin industrial sectors.

The product has been designed and manufactured to comply with 
Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and subsequent amendments.

Category Colours Available Sizes

 II GREY 35 - 48

Quantity/Carton EC Standards Important Information

10

EN ISO 20345

Safety Class:S1PS FO LG SR 

Store clean footwear in a cool, dry place, away 
from heat sources and
away from light.
Before each use, check that the shoes are in 
perfect condition and
replace them if they are not intact.

The shoes must be cleaned with a soft brush and 
water.
Do not usechemicals that could damage the 
materials.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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